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R&D Ultrafast Lasers Kft.
http://www.szipocs.com
Contact:
Robert Szipocs
Konkoly Thege ut 29-33
Budapest, * H-1121
Hungary

011-361-392-2582
011-361-392-2582
email

Manufacturer of single or double wavelength ultrafast laser systems including ultrashort (ps of fs) pulse, ultrabroadband or broadly tunable Ti:sapphire lasers,
Yb-doped fiber lasers and optical parametric oscillators (OPO-s). Their typical applications include time resolved or CARS spectroscopy or nonlinear (2P,
SHG or CARS) microscopy. Manufacturer of ultrafast laser optical coatings including different dispersive mirrors such as chirped mirrors. They build complete
ultrafast or two-photon microscopy laboratories.
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Description:
Manufacturer of single or double wavelength ultrafast laser systems including ultrashort (ps of fs) pulse,
ultrabroadband or broadly tunable Ti:sapphire lasers, Yb-doped fiber lasers and optical parametric
oscillators (OPO-s). Their typical applications include time resolved or CARS spectroscopy or nonlinear
(2P, SHG or CARS) microscopy. Manufacturer of ultrafast laser optical coatings including different
dispersive mirrors such as chirped mirrors. They build complete ultrafast or two-photon microscopy
laboratories.
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